Example

- ("lesson design" or "lesson plan") and "universal design" and study
- Lesson design, lesson plan, and universal design are searched as a phrase
- Lesson plan, using a wildcard, will retrieve lesson plan, lesson planning, lesson plans
- The first part of the search will be done first and then combined with "universal design" and study

Research Article
- Contains sections such as
  - Abstract + Introduction
  - Literature Review
  - Methodology--MOST IMPORTANT INDICATOR
  - Results
  - Discussion
  - Conclusion
  - References

Review Article
- Usually has an abstract + Introduction
- The rest of the article is primarily a literature review, which may be broken into sections
- Includes a References section

SBU Library Session prepared for Dr. Hauser’s Article Review assignment, February 8, 2019. Questions on finding resources? Ask a Librarian! Stop by, call 716-375-2164, email ref@sbu.edu, or use Ask Us 24/7!